Overcoming apparent susceptibility-induced anisotropy (aSIA) by bipolar double-pulsed-field-gradient NMR.
Double-Pulsed-Field-Gradient (d-PFG) MR is emerging as a powerful new means for obtaining unique microstructural information in opaque porous systems that cannot be obtained by conventional single-PFG (s-PFG) methods. The angular d-PFG MR methodology is particularly important since it can utilize the effects of microscopic anisotropy (μA) and compartment shape anisotropy (csA) in the E(ψ) profile at the different t(m) regimes to provide detailed information on compartment size and eccentricity. An underlying assumption is that the PFGs that are imparted to weigh diffusion are the only gradients present; however, in realistic systems and especially where there are randomly oriented anisotropic pores, susceptibility effects may induce strong internal gradients. In this study, the effects of such internal gradients on E(ψ) plots obtained from angular d-PFG MR and on microstructural information that can be obtained from s-PFG and d-PFG MR were investigated. First, it was found that internal gradients induce a bias in the s-PFG MR results, thus creating an anisotropy that is not related to microstructure, termed apparent-Susceptibility-Induced-Anisotropy (aSIA). We then show that aSIA effects are also manifest in different ways in the angular d-PFG MR experiment in controlled phantoms and in realistic systems such as quartz sand, emulsions, and biological systems. The effects of aSIA in some cases completely masked the effects of μA and csA; however, we subsequently show that by introducing bipolar gradients to the d-PFG MR (bp-d-PFG), the effects of aSIA can be largely suppressed, restoring the E(ψ) plots that are expected from the theory along with the microstructural information that it conveys. We conclude that when specimens are characterized by strong internal gradients, the novel information on μA and csA that is manifest in the E(ψ) plots can indeed be inferred when bp-d-PFG MR is used, i.e. when bipolar gradients are applied.